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1. Mimkoimoi hu jifen (sic)[Mimkomo Hu Yifen]
2. Schlosch Esrei Midoisch? (sic)[Shlosh Esrei Midot]
3. Umipei chatoënu (sic)[Umipnei Chata-einu]
4. Weseeraw olecho (sic)[V’t-e-erav Lefanecha]
5. Adoin Oilom (sic)[Adon Olam]
6. Himoze lopu (sic)[Chimotz Lannu]
7. Jaale (sic)[Ya-aleh]
8. Jisgadal w’jiskadasch (sic)[Yitkadal V’yitkadash]
9. Mi scheosso nissim (sic)[Mi She-assah Nisim]
10. Odom Yasoido Meator (sic) [Adam Yesodo Meafar]
11. R’zei (sic)[Retzey]
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